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PROJECT SUMMARY

At the request of the Napa County Resource Conservation District (NCRCD), Pacific Watershed
Associates Inc. (PWA) completed the project design and layout, and supervised heavy equipment
operations, to implement road related erosion control and erosion prevention treatments along
approximately 9.88 mi of road in 2 watersheds of the Napa River basin: Sulphur Creek and
Carneros Creek. The work plan addressed treatment sites previously assessed as having high or
high-moderate treatment immediacies, as well as all lengths of hydrologically connected road.
The completed work in the Carneros Creek and Sulphur Creek watersheds represents a 3-phase
sediment reduction and watershed restoration project being undertaken by the NCRCD for the
Napa Basin.
For the Sulphur Creek watershed, PWA supervised upgrading treatments for two subwatersheds:
mainstem Sulphur Creek and Heath Creek. Sediment reduction treatments in the Sulphur Creek
(mainstem) included approximately 3.85 mi of road on 4 private landownerships. The work was
completed between August-October
2010. A total of 32 sites were treated, including 29 stream crossings, 2 ditch relief culverts, and 1
landslide. Sediment reduction treatments for Heath Creek included approximately 4.71 mi of
road on a single private landownership with work being completed between July-September
2011. A total of 47 sites were treated in Heath Creek, including 35 stream crossings, 9 ditch
relief culverts, and 3 road surface discharge points.
In the Carneros Creek watershed, sediment reduction treatments were completed between
August-November 2009 along approximately 1.32 mi of road on 3 different landownerships. A
total of 14 sites were treated to reduce erosion and sediment delivery: 12 sites were upgraded
(11 stream crossings and 1 ditch relief culvert) and 2 stream crossings were decommissioned.
PWA estimates that treating the 93 sites and 9.88 mi of road reaches in the 2 watersheds will
substantially diminish the delivery of coarse and fine sediment to the stream system, including
approximately 5,090 yd3 of sediment projected to originate from episodic erosion at individual
sites and approximately 8,650 yd3 of fine sediment estimated to originate from the chronic
erosion of road, ditch, and cutbank surfaces during the next decade alone. The total cost to
complete all work in both watersheds was approximately $788,921.09, which equates to a project
cost effectiveness of approximately $57/yd3.
The successful completion of this project represents important progress in reducing road related
erosion and sediment delivery to Carneros and Sulphur Creeks, and establishing long-term
improvements in water quality locally as well as downstream to the Napa River. If employed
with responsible future land use practices, the erosion control and erosion prevention treatments
completed for this project can be expected to immediately contribute to the recovery of salmonid
habitat in the Napa River basin and over the next several decades.
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CERTIFICATION AND LIMITATIONS

This report, entitled Demonstrating Road Improvements in the Napa River Basin: Implemented Road
Treatments to Reduce Erosion in the Carneros Creek and Sulphur Creek Watersheds, Napa County,
California, was prepared by or under the direction of a licensed professional geologist at Pacific
Watershed Associates Inc. (PWA), and all information herein is based on data and information
collected by PWA staff. Erosion control treatment prescriptions, on-the-ground preimplementation layout, and technical oversight of heavy equipment for the project were similarly
conducted by or under the responsible charge of a California licensed professional geologist at
PWA.
Analyses, data, and results presented in this report are only intended to meet the reporting
requirements as specified in California Department of Fish and Game Streambed Alteration
Agreement #1600-2008-0413 and Grant #P0730413. Data used to generate the original proposal
and work plan were based on road erosion inventories originally conducted in 2002. Site
conditions can change rapidly under certain conditions; therefore, prior to implementation many
sites were reevaluated in 2009-2010. The data expressed within this report are PWA’s best
approximations based on all the available information. Final data for heavy equipment hours and
excavation volumes were provided to PWA by heavy equipment subcontractors, and PWA is not
responsible for any errors in their records or reporting.
Initial recommendations prescribed for restoration and erosion control at specific sites are based on
observations of surficial conditions at the time of the original assessment. Once implementation is
underway, subsurface conditions revealed by heavy equipment may not reflect the original surficial
observations. Where necessary, original treatment prescriptions may be modified based on the
updated site-specific subsurface conditions. This practice of "adaptive management" is undertaken as
necessary in order to maximize the success of the project and to minimize the risk of future erosion
and sediment delivery.
The interpretations and conclusions presented in this report are based on a study of inherently limited
scope, and findings are valid as of the report submittal date. Observations are semi-quantitative,
confined to surface expressions of limited extent and artificial exposures of subsurface materials.
Interpretations of problematic geologic and geomorphic features (such as unstable hillslopes) and
erosion processes are based on the information available at the time of the study, and on the nature
and distribution of existing features. PWA is not responsible for changes in the conditions of the
property with the passage of time, whether due to natural processes or to the works of man, or
changing conditions on adjacent properties.

Certified by:

Tara Zuroweste
California Professional Geologist #8418
Pacific Watershed Associates Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

In 2007, the NCRCD contracted PWA to undertake the project design and layout to implement
the prioritized treatment plans for the Carneros Creek and Sulphur Creek watersheds developed
as part of an earlier road related sediment source assessment for the area (Pacific Watershed
Associates, 2003a, 2003b). The work plan focused on all sediment delivery sites that had been
designated with high or high-moderate treatment immediacies, as well as all reaches of
hydrologically connected road. The implementation work, reported here, was completed between
2009 and 2011 on a total of 8 private properties: 3 in the Carneros Creek watershed and 5 in the
Sulphur Creek watershed. The goals of the project were to implement well-established erosion
control and prevention techniques in order to minimize the impact of road related sediment to
anadromous fish-bearing tributaries of the Napa River.
The 2002 assessment for the Carneros Creek watershed covered approximately 23.5 mi of county
maintained roads and privately owned roads (Pacific Watershed Associates, 2003a). The
inventory was conducted on 5 different privately owned parcels as well as the county road that
travels along the valley bottom. In 2009, PWA implemented road related erosion control and
erosion prevention treatments at individual sites and along road segments on 3 of the properties:
the , , and properties (Maps 2-4, Appendix B). The 2002 assessment for the Sulphur Creek
watershed covered 23.7 mi of county maintained roads and privately
owned roads (Pacific Watershed Associates, 2003b).
In this report we provide a summary of the road related sediment reduction treatments completed
under the supervision of PWA between 2009 and 2011. All erosion control and erosion
prevention treatments implemented for this project followed guidelines described in the
Handbook for Forest and Ranch Roads (Weaver and Hagans, 1994), as well as CDFG’s
Salmonid Stream Habitat Restoration Manual, Parts IX and X (Taylor and Love, 2003; Weaver
et al., 2006). Final project costs are detailed in Table 5. An overview of terminology used in road
related sediment reduction projects and typical drawings of treatment procedures are provided in
Appendixes F and G, respectively.

4

FIELD AREA / TRAVEL DIRECTIONS

Carneros Creek and Sulphur Creek are watersheds of the Napa River basin in northern California.
Carneros Creek is a third order tributary of the Napa River. The Carneros Creek watershed covers
an area of approximately 9 mi2, and contains approximately 25 mi of blue-line streams (USGS,
1980b, 1980d, 1981). The mainstem of Carneros Creek is approximately 11 mi long with an
additional 14 mi of anadromous tributary streams draining to it. Elevations in the watershed
range from mean sea level at the confluence of Carneros Creek with the Napa River to
approximately 1,660 ft above mean sea level at its headwaters.
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FIELD METHODS AND IMPLEMENTATION TECHNIQUES

5.1 Project Organization, Supervision, and Monitoring
PWA provided technical oversight during on-the-ground implementation (primarily road
upgrading) for this project during the summer and fall months of 2009 for the Carneros Creek
area, 2010 for the Sulphur Creek (mainstem) area, and 2011 for the Sulphur Creek (Heath Creek)
area. The treatment plan employed for the project was based on the detailed field inventory
conducted during the original project assessment, which included observations of initial site
conditions, estimated risks of future erosion, and a proposed course of action for implementing
treatments at each site (Pacific Watershed Associates, 2003a, 2003b).
Pre-implementation layout included compiling road logs for project sites; reevaluating and
flagging all work sites in the field; and finalizing lists of needed materials including: culverts,
riprap, road rock, seed, and mulch. During the course of the project, PWA supervised the
progress of heavy equipment operations and conferred with operators in the field as needed to
review treatment specifications. To monitor remediation efforts while in progress and evaluate
the overall effectiveness and success of the treatment plan, PWA photographed selected work
sites from designated vantage points before, during, and after heavy equipment operations and
treatment implementation. Pertinent photosets for site and road drainage treatments for this
project are provided in Appendix E.

5.2 Heavy Equipment Operations
The heavy equipment was used in various combinations as required by the treatment plan and
included: an excavator, bulldozer, roller, dump truck, water truck, grader, service truck, and a
lowbed for transportation of equipment. The work was undertaken during summer low-flow
periods when any potential impacts to water quality could be minimized.
Uses for the excavator were numerous, and included: (1) opening access to each site on unmaintained roads (brushing and moving large obstructions); (2) excavating soil and organic
debris (including logs and brush) from stream crossings; (3) placing small volumes of excavated
spoil on stable slopes near decommissioned stream crossings; (4) insloping and outsloping road
beds between sites; (5) “mulching” decommissioned roads with logs, limbs, and brush; (6)
constructing cross-road drains on decommissioned roads; (7) excavating material from the
outboard edge of the road prism at locations where rolling dips were constructed, to prevent
material from becoming sidecast; (8) excavating and replacing fill at stream crossings with
upgraded culverts; and (9) installing settling basins to allow fine sediment to settle out of runoff
before entering the stream.
Uses for bulldozers included: (1) creating access for dump trucks by reconstructing roads and
stream crossings; (2) pushing excavated material to nearby disposal sites; (3) grooming off-site
spoil disposal sites where excavated material was dumped; (4) ripping (decompacting) old road
surfaces; and (5) installing road drainage structures such as rolling dips and critical dips.
Dump trucks were used to haul road rock, riprap, and culverts to upgrade sites specified in the
erosion control plan, and endhaul excess spoil material to stable spoil sites.
5
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Water trucks were used to minimize dust pollution, maintain proper soil moisture during
excavation, and ensure good compaction of material during backfill and final road shaping. A
grader was used during construction of some road drainage features and served to achieve a final
road shape and smooth running surface.

6

RESULTS

6.1 Summary of Completed Erosion Control and Erosion Prevention Treatments
Between August 2009 and September 2011, PWA supervised the treatment of a total of 93 sites
in the project area: 14 sites in the Carneros Creek watershed, 32 sites in the Sulphur Creek
watershed (mainstem), and 47 sites in the Sulphur Creek watershed (Heath Creek).
Treated sites in the Carneros Creek watershed included 13 stream crossings and 1 ditch relief
culvert (DRC). All sites were upgraded with the exception of 2 stream crossings that were
decommissioned: site #190 and site #200 on the property. All sites in the Sulphur Creek
watershed (mainstem) were upgraded: 29 stream crossings, 1 landslide, and 2 DRCs. All sites
in the Sulphur Creek watershed (Heath Creek) were upgraded: 35 stream crossings, 9
DRCs, and 3 road surface discharge points. Successful erosion control and erosion prevention
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treatments for some sites also required treating adjacent segments of hydrologically connected
road that were eroding and funneling concentrated, sediment laden flow to the sites and into the
stream system. Hydrologically connected road reaches treated in the project area totaled
approximately 9.88 mi: a total of 6.55 mi leading to stream crossings; 1.42 mi leading to DRCs;
0.33 mi leading to road surface discharge points; and an additional 1.58 mi at locations where
there was not an associated site that required treatment (Table 1).
Table 1. Number of sites and lengths of road treated to reduce sediment delivery. Demonstrating
Road Improvements in the Napa River Basin: Implemented Road Treatments to Reduce Erosion in
the Carneros Creek and Sulphur Creek Watersheds, Napa County, California.
Hydrologically connected
Sites treated
Site type
road segments treateda
(#)
(mi)
Carneros Creek watershed
Stream crossings

13

1.10

Ditch relief culvert

1

0.07

Subtotal
Locations treated for road drainage onlyb

14
-

1.17
0.15

Sulphur Creek watershed (mainstem)
Stream crossings

29

2.89

Landslide

1

0.0

Ditch relief culvert

2

0.37

Subtotal
Locations treated for road drainage onlyc

32
-

3.26
0.59

Stream crossings
Ditch relief culvert
Road surface discharge point

35
9
3

2.56
0.98
0.33

Subtotal

47
-

3.87
0.84

93

9.88

Sulphur Creek watershed (Heath Creek)

d

Locations treated for road drainage only

Total for the entire project
a

Hydrologically connected road segments refer to lengths of road adjacent to the treatment sites that are funneling sediment to the
sites and into the stream system.
b
Includes 8 stable stream crossings and 1 landslide (site # 199).
c
Includes 20 stable stream crossings, 1 landslide, 1 ditch relief culvert, and 4 road drainage discharge points.
d
Includes 11 stable stream crossings.

Table 2 shows the sediment savings achieved for this project, which is the estimated volume of
sediment that will be prevented from eroding into the stream system over time as a result of
implementing the site and road drainage treatments.
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Table 2. Estimated sediment savings for treated sites and hydrologically connected road
reaches. Demonstrating Road Improvements in the Napa River Basin: Implemented Road
Treatments to Reduce Erosion in the Carneros Creek and Sulphur Creek Watersheds, Napa
County, California.
Estimated sediment
Percent
Sediment sources
3
of total
savings (yd )
Carneros Creek watershed
Episodic sediment delivery from road related erosion sites (indeterminate time period)
Stream crossings
1,290
Ditch relief culvert
5
1,295
Subtotal
Chronic sediment delivery from road surface erosion (estimated for a 10 yr period)a
Subtotal
1,035
Sulphur Creek watershed (mainstem)
Episodic sediment delivery from road related erosion sites (indeterminate time period)
Stream crossings
2,255
Landslides
85
Ditch relief culverts
15
2,355
Subtotal
Chronic sediment delivery from road surface erosion (estimated for a 10 yr period)a
Subtotal
3,010
Sulphur Creek watershed (Heath Creek)
Episodic sediment delivery from road related erosion sites (indeterminate time period)
1,160
Stream crossings

Ditch relief culvert
Road surface discharge point

99%
<1%
100%

95%
4%
1%
100%

81%

250

17%

30

2%

1,440
Subtotal
Chronic sediment delivery from road surface erosion (estimated for a 10 yr period)b
Subtotal
4,605

Total sediment savings from episodic sources
(sediment delivery sites)

5,090

Total sediment savings from chronic sources
(road/ditch/cutbank surfaces)

8,650

100%

a

Sediment delivery for rocked and native surface roads is calculated for a 10 yr period. It assumes a combined width of 20 ft for
the road, ditch, and cutbank contributing area, and 0.2 ft lowering of road and retreat of cutbank surfaces per decade based on
field analyses by PWA staff.
b
Sediment delivery for rocked and native surface roads is calculated using the same method and assumptions as described in
Table 2, Footnote “a”, with the exception that a combined width of 25 ft was used for the road, ditch, and cutbank contributing
area.
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PWA estimates that implementing the site-specific treatments will prevent the future, episodic
delivery of approximately 5,090 yd3 of sediment to the stream system in the coming decades.
The majority of site-specific sediment savings (4,705 yd3) is the result of erosion control and
erosion prevention treatments at stream crossings. In addition, we estimate that treating
landslides, DRC sites, and road surface discharge points in the project area will prevent delivery
of about 385 yd3 of sediment. The sediment savings achieved from implementing road drainage
treatments on hydrologically connected road reaches will reduce chronic erosion and runoff from
road surfaces, ditches, and cutbanks in the project area. Chronic sediment savings from road,
ditch, and cutbank surface erosion is calculated for a 10 yr period and is projected to be
approximately 8,650 yd3 for the next decade alone.

Table 4a. Carneros Creek watershed: proposed versus as-built treatments. Demonstrating Road
Improvements in the Napa River Basin: Implemented Road Treatments to Reduce Erosion in the
Carneros Creek and Sulphur Creek Watersheds, Napa County, California.

Stream crossing
treatments

Culvert (replace)
Culvert (install)
Culvert (remove)
Decommissioned crossing
(yd3 excavated)
Wet crossing (install armored
fill or rocked ford)

Road
Shaping

Road drainage
structures

Other
treatments

Critical dip

Other

Road surface treatments

Site-specific treatments

Treatment type

Landslide excavation (yd3 excavated)
Rock armor/riprap

Proposed As-built
As-built
treatments treatments
sites
3
3
#180, 184, 188
1
1
#500
1
1
#200
982 yd

3

3

3

#181, 193, 197

3

7

#174, 180, 181, 188, 196,
202, 203

40 yd3
55 yd3

0
65 yd3

Excavate soil

1,469 yd3

Mulch area (spread straw/mulch)
Ditch relief culvert (install)
Ditch relief culvert (clean inlet)
Ditch relief culvert (armor outlet)
Rolling dip (construct)
Rocked dip
Cross-road drain

29,600 ft2
1
1
1
19
0
2

Outslope road and remove ditch

Road rock (for road surfaces)

3
1,000 yd #190, 200

#180, 181, 193, 197
#181, 190, 193, 197, 200,
1,500 yd3
500
2
29,600 ft #180, 184, 188, 190, 200
0
1
1
23
1
2
-

240 ft

1,140 ft

-

155 yd3

160 yd3

-
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Table 4b. Sulphur Creek watershed (mainstem): proposed versus as-built treatments.
Demonstrating Road Improvements in the Napa River Basin: Implemented Road Treatments to
Reduce Erosion in the Carneros Creek and Sulphur Creek Watersheds, Napa County, California.

Stream crossing
treatments
Other

Site-specific treatments

Treatment type
Culvert (replace)

11

Culvert (clean/clear)
Flared inlet on crossing culvert

2
1

Trash rack

9

Wet crossing (install armored fill)

2

Critical dip

22

Landslide excavation (yd3 excavated)

170 yd3

Rock armor/riprap

145 yd3

Excavate soil

275 yd3

Other

Road
shaping
treatments

Road
drainage
structures

Mulch area (spread straw/mulch)

Road surface treatments

Proposed As-built
treatments treatments

31,360 ft2

As-built
sites

#54.1, 55.1, 99, 131,
132, 133, 151, 152, 159,
1009
2
#68, 74
2
#99, 2000
#54.1, 55.1, 64.1, 98,
9
133, 151, 152, 159, 2000
1
#157
#53.1, 54.1, 55.1, 57.1,
67, 73, 74, 79, 82, 85,
20
86, 88, 90, 131, 132,
133, 152, 155, 156, 1009
3
170 yd #2001
#54.1, 55.1, 157, 159,
125 yd3
1009
#54.1, 154, 157, 159,
275 yd3
1009
#54.1, 55.1, 99, 131,
31,360 ft2 132, 133, 151, 152, 154,
159, 1009
10

Ditch relief culvert
(install or replace)

7

6

-

Rolling dip (construct)

72

69

-

2,255 ft
1,145 ft
1,030 ft
430 ft

2,245 ft
1,145 ft
1,080 ft
350 ft

-

1,165 yd3

1,044 yd3

-

Outslope road and remove ditch
Crown road
Berm (remove)
Ditch (clean or cut)
Road rock (for road surfaces)
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Table 4c. Sulphur Creek watershed (Heath Creek): proposed versus as-built treatments.
Demonstrating Road Improvements in the Napa River Basin: Implemented Road Treatments to
Reduce Erosion in the Carneros Creek and Sulphur Creek Watersheds, Napa County, California.
Treatment type

Stream crossing
treatments

Wet crossing (install armored fill)

Rock armor/riprap

Road
drainage
structures
Road shaping
treatments
Other

Road surface treatments

Trash rack

Critical dip

Other

Site-specific treatments

Culvert (replace)

Excavate soil
Mulch area (spread straw/mulch)
Ditch relief culvert
(install or replace)

Proposed As-built
As-built
treatments treatments
sites
2
#24, 44
#7, 8, 9, 17, 20, 24, 28,
29, 30, 32, 33, 35, 36,
26
37, 38, 42, 44, 46, 51,
53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58,
34a
34.1
#23, 38.1, 38.2, 39, 40,
7
43, 48
#2, 6, 7, 8, 17, 24, 30,
10
33, 35, 44
#3, 23, 24, 36, 38, 38.1,
170 yd3
225 yd3
38.2, 39, 40, 43, 44, 48
#3, 23, 25.1, 38.1, 38.2,
107 yd3
250 yd3
39, 40, 43, 44, 48
0 ft2
200 ft2 #24, 44
15

9

-

65

86

-

Outslope road and remove ditch
Outslope road and keep or cut ditch
Inslope road
Crown road
Ditch (clean or cut)

9, 269 ft
0 ft
370 ft
2,000 ft
0 ft

7,713 ft
1,121 ft
0 ft
0 ft
325 ft

-

Road rock (for road surfaces)

520 yd3

405 yd3

-

Rolling dip (construct)

-

a

Unspecified treatments were proposed at 34 stream crossings; once on the ground field layout was completed, specific
treatments were prescribed to each of the 34 stream crossing sites.
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FINAL PROJECT COSTS

The total cost for the project was $788,921.09 (Table 5). Cost categories listed in Table 5
include: (1) time for road opening and equipment mobilization; (2) all heavy equipment work at
sites and along road reaches; (3) material costs for culverts, straw mulch, seed, and rock; (4)
administrative overhead; and (5) technical oversight, which includes general layout, monitoring
heavy equipment in the field, photo documentation, and reporting.
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CONCLUSIONS

Implementation is complete for the project entitled, Demonstrating Road Improvements in the Napa
River Basin: Implemented Road Treatments to Reduce Erosion in the Carneros Creek and Sulphur
Creek Watersheds, Napa County, California. During a 3-phase sediment reduction and watershed
restoration project and under PWA’s supervision, heavy equipment crews successfully treated 93
sediment delivery sites and 9.88 mi of hydrologically connected roads for erosion control and
erosion prevention. The expected benefit of completing this work lies in the long- term reduction
of sediment delivery to 2 watersheds of the Napa River basin: Sulphur Creek and Carneros Creek,
which provide important habitat for salmonid production in Central California.
PWA estimates that treating the 93 sites and 9.88 mi of road reaches in the 2 watersheds will
substantially diminish the delivery of coarse and fine sediment to the stream system, including
approximately 5,090 yd3 of sediment projected to originate from episodic erosion at individual
sites and approximately 8,650 yd3 of fine sediment estimated to originate from the chronic
erosion of road, ditch, and cutbank surfaces during the next decade alone. The total cost to
complete all work in both watersheds was approximately $788,921.09, which equates to a project
cost effectiveness of approximately $57/yd3.
The successful completion of this project represents important progress in reducing road related
erosion and sediment delivery to Carneros and Sulphur Creeks, improving access needs as
defined by landowners along these road reaches, and establishing long-term improvements in
water quality locally as well as downstream to the Napa River. If employed with responsible
future land use practices, the erosion control and erosion prevention treatments completed for
this project can be expected to immediately contribute to the recovery of salmonid habitat in the
Napa River basin and over the next several decades.
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Table 5. Total project costs. Demonstrating Road Improvements in the Napa River Basin: Implemented Road Treatments to Reduce Erosion in the
Carneros Creek and Sulphur Creek Watersheds, Napa County, California.
Funding source cost match

Cost category

Cost
rate
($/hr)

Total
hours

Cost
($)

CDFG
($)

U.S. EPA
($)

Napa
County
($)

SWRCB
($)

Landowner
($)

Otherc
($)

Total
($)

Carneros Creek watershed
Napa County RCD Costs
RCD Personnel Costs
RCD Operating Costs
Total Napa County RCD Costs
PWA Personnel Costs
Principal Geologist
Professional Geologist
Project Scientist 1
Project Scientist 2
Physical Scientist
Technical Staff
Clerical Staff
PWA Personnel Costs subtotal
PWA Operating Costs
Transportation/mileage (miles)
Per Diem and lodging (days)
Miscellaneous supplies
PWA Operating Costs subtotal
Total PWA Costs
Construction
Heavy equipmenta
Materials and supplies (culverts, rock, etc.)
Total Construction

-

-

31,216.26
340.00
31,556.26

-

-

18,810.47
340.00
19,150.47

-

-

12,405.79
12,405.79

31,216.26
340.00
31,556.26

67.75
177.25
93.25
854
48.75
61.50
4.00
-

120
95
85
75
60
45
35
-

8,130.00
16,838.75
7,926.25
64,050.00
2,925.00
2,767.50
140.00
102,777.50

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2,617
6
-

0.5
140
-

1,308.50
840.00
136.06
2,284.56
105,062.06

-

-

98,394.00

-

3,585.00

3,083.06

105,062.06

-

-

74,597.00
17,242.35
91,839.35
228,457.67

-

-

91,839.35
209,383.82

-

3,585.00

15,488.85

228,457.67

Total Carneros Creek Watershed
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Table 5. Total project costs. Demonstrating Road Improvements in the Napa River Basin: Implemented Road Treatments to Reduce Erosion in the
Carneros Creek and Sulphur Creek Watersheds, Napa County, California.
Funding source cost match

Cost category

Cost
rate
($/hr)

Total
hours

Cost
($)

CDFG
($)

U.S. EPA
($)

Napa
County
($)

SWRCB
($)

Landowner
($)

Otherc
($)

Total
($)

Sulphur Creek watershed (mainstem)
Napa County RCD Costs
RCD Personnel Costs
RCD Operating Costs
Total Napa County RCD Costs
PWA Personnel Costs
Principal Geologist
Professional Geologist
Project Scientist 1
Project Scientist 2
Physical Scientist
Technical Staff
Clerical Staff
GIS Specialist
PWA Personnel Costs subtotal
PWA Operating Costs
Transportation/mileage (miles)
Per Diem and lodging (days)
Quad rental (days)
Miscellaneous supplies
PWA Operating Costs subtotal
Total PWA Costs
Construction
Heavy equipmentb
Materials and supplies (culverts, rock, etc.)
Total Construction

-

-

38,554.92
341.00
38,895.92

-

-

27,809.99
341.00
28,150.99

9,602.13
9,602.13

-

1,142.80
1,142.80

38,554.92
341.00
38,895.92

47
47.75
250.25
113
50.5
10.25
1
10
-

120
95
85
75
60
45
35
50
-

5,640.00
4,536.25
21,271.25
8,475.00
3,030.00
461.25
35.00
500.00
43,948.75

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1,476.5
3
1
-

0.5
140
50
-

738.25
420.00
50.00
19.25
1,227.50
45,176.25

-

-

-

45,176.25

-

-

45,176.25

-

-

155,704.00
43,795.54
199,499.54
283,571.71

-

-

109,661.00
137,811.99

63,737.81
118,516.19

26,100.73
26,100.73

1,142.80

199,499.54
283,571.71

31,832.42

26,008.64

4,680.98

-

-

-

1,142.80

31,832.42

Total Sulphur Creek Watershed (mainstem)

Sulphur Creek watershed (Heath Creek)
Napa County RCD Costs
RCD Personnel Costs

-

-
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Table 5. Total project costs. Demonstrating Road Improvements in the Napa River Basin: Implemented Road Treatments to Reduce Erosion in the
Carneros Creek and Sulphur Creek Watersheds, Napa County, California.
Funding source cost match

-

Cost
rate
($/hr)
-

Cost
($)
168.00
32,000.42

CDFG
($)
168.00
26,176.64

38.5
17
287.5
102
85
7.5
49
-

120
95
85
75
60
35
50
-

4,620.00
1,615.00
24,437.50
7,650.00
5,100.00
262.50
2,450.00
46,135.00

2,247.5
1
7
-

0.5
140
50
-

1,123.75
140.00
350.00
251.25
1,865.00
48,000.00

Otherc
($)

-

-

-

1,142.80

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

28,005.64

-

-

-

-

48,000.00

171,491.55
24,550.91
196,042.46
60,000.00
125,000.00
11,042.46
276,042.88
106,171.00
157,686.62
11,042.46
Total Sulphur Creek Watershed (Heath Creek)
106,171.00
157,686.62
347,195.81
129,558.65
TOTAL PROJECT COSTS 788,072.26
c
Other funding sources include California Department of Conservation, Napa Sustainable Winegrowing Group, and other local sources

-

1,142.80
17,774.45

196,042.46
276,042.88
788,072.26

-

-

19,994.36

SWRCB
($)

Landowner
($)

4,680.98

RCD Operating Costs
Total Napa County RCD Costs
PWA Personnel Costs
Principal Geologist
Professional Geologist
Project Scientist 1
Project Scientist 2
Physical Scientist
Clerical Staff
GIS Specialist
PWA Personnel Costs subtotal
PWA Operating Costs
Transportation/mileage (miles)
Per Diem and lodging (days)
Quad rental (days)
Miscellaneous supplies
PWA Operating Costs subtotal
Total PWA Costs
Construction
Heavy equipmenta
Materials and supplies (culverts, rock, etc.)
Total Construction

U.S. EPA
($)

Napa
County
($)

Total
($)
168.00
32,000.42

Cost category

Total
hours

29,685.73
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Appendix A
Summary of measurable project metrics
Demonstrating Road Improvements in the Napa River Basin:
Implemented Road Treatments to Reduce Erosion in the
Carneros Creek and Sulphur Creek Watersheds, Napa County, California
Table A1. Summary of measurable project metrics, Demonstrating Road Improvements in the
Napa River Basin: Implemented Road Treatments to Reduce Erosion in the Carneros Creek and
Sulphur Creek Watersheds, Napa County, California.
Carneros: 08/19/2010-10/21/2010
Heavy equipment
Sulphur (mainstem): 08/12/2009-11/09/2009
construction start / end dates
Sulphur (Heath Creek): 07/25/2011-09/08/2011
3
13,740
Sediment savings (yd )
Total road miles treated
9.88
Total road miles upgraded
9.84
Total road miles decommissioned
0.04
Total stream crossings treated
77
Total stream crossings upgraded
75
Total stream crossings decommissioned
2
Total landslides treated
1
Total ditch relief culverts treated
12
Total road surface discharge points treated
3
Total sites treated
93
Total sites upgraded
91
Total sites decommissioned
2
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Appendix E
Selected photos of treatment sites before and after implementation
Demonstrating Road Improvements in the Napa River Basin:
Implemented Road Treatments to Reduce Erosion in the
Carneros Creek and Sulphur Creek Watersheds
Napa County, California
Photo 1a, b
Photo 2a, b
Photo 3a, b
Photo 4a, b
Photo 5a, b
Photo 6a, b
Photo 7a, b
Photo 8a, b
Photo 9a, b
Photo 10a, b
Photo 11a, b
Photo 12a, b
Photo 13a, b

property, site #180
property, site #197
property, site #200
property, site #217
property, site #54.1
property, site #55.1
property, site #99
property, site #2001
property, site #133
property, site #9
property, site #38.2
property, site #40
property, site #44
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06/01/09

Photo 1a. property, site #180, before implementation. View from the left bank, looking towards the culvert
inlet and road surface.

09/16/09

Photo 1b. property, site #180, same view as above, after implementation. Aggraded sediment removed
and unstable banks excavated with a new 42in. x 90ft culvert installed at the base of fill
APPENDIX E:
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06/02/09

Photo 2a. property, site #197, before implementation. View from the right bank, looking upstream
towards the outboard fillslope with road surface in upper frame.

09/17/09

Photo 2b. property, site #197, same view as above, after implementation. An armored fill crossing
has been constructed and stream channel sideslopes excavated back to stable angles.
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06/02/09

Photo 3a. property, site #200, before decommissioning. View from the left bank, looking upstream
towards the outlet of culvert and outboard fillslope with road surface in upper frame.

10/12/09

Photo 3b. property, site #200, same view as above, after implementation. The culvert has been removed,
the channel excavated to natural grade, and channel banks sloped and mulched.
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06/01/09

Photo 4a. property, site #217, before implementation. View from intersection with gravel road below
dam, looking down road with creek flowing from right to left through center frame.

10/05/09

Photo 4b. property, site #217, same view as above, after implementation. A rolling dip has been
constructed to disperse road drainage and reduce the amount of concentrated runoff reaching the stream.
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Photo 5a. property, site #54.1, before implementation. View from the left hillslope, looking towards the
culvert inlet and road surface.

10/26/10

Photo 5b. property, site #54.1, same view as above, after implementation. A new 24in. x 70ft culvert has
been installed at the base of fill and a trash rack placed upstream from the inlet. The road surface is rerocked and both fillslopes are armored with 1ft to 2ft riprap.
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Photo 6a. property, stream crossing site #55.1, before implementation. View from 35ft above road,
looking downstream at inlet area and road surface.

10/26/10

Photo 6b. property, site #55.1, same view as above, after implementation. A new 24in. diameter
culvert and trash rack are installed and road surface is re-rocked.
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Photo 7a. property, stream crossing site #99, before implementation. View from the right hillslope
above the stream crossing, looking downstream towards inlet area and the road surface.

10/26/10

Photo 7b. property, site #99, same view as above, after implementation. A new culvert with a flared inlet
is installed with a trash rack. The inlet area has been armored with riprap, bare soil areas are seeded and
mulched, and the road is re-rocked.
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SELECTED PRE- AND POST-IMPLEMENTATION PHOTOGRAPHS
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07/27/10

Photo 8a. property, site #2001, before implementation. View from left outboard fillslope, looking towards
oversteepened and perched road fill material.

11/17/10

Photo 8b property, site #2001, same view as above, after implementation. Oversteepened and perched
material is removed. Bare soils are seeded and mulched with straw.
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07/27/10

Photo 9a. property, site #133, before implementation. View from right cutbank, looking
downstream towards road surface and stream crossing.

10/27/10

Photo 9b property, site #133, same view as above, after implementation. A new, properly sized oval
culvert has been installed at the base of fill in alignment with the natural channel. A trash rack was
installed above the inlet.
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07/27/2011

Photo 10a. property, site #9, before implementation. View from the inboard road on right
approach of stream crossing (site #9) located in upper middle of frame.

10/03/2011

Photo 10b. property, site #9, same view as above, after implementation. Rolling dip and road
outsloping completed to drain road before stream crossing.
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07/27/2011

Photo 11a. property, site #38.2, before implementation. View of the outboard fillslope, looking
upstream through the stream axis.

10/02/2011

Photo 11b. property, site #38.2, same view as above, after implementation. Armored fill installed using
10 yd3 of 0.5’ -2’ riprap.
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07/27/2011

Photo 12a. property, site #40, before implementation. View of road surface and stream axis,
looking downstream from right cutbank above road.

10/02/2011

Photo 12b. property, site #40, same view as above, after implementation. Armored fill installed using
30 yd3 of 0.5’ -2’ riprap.
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07/27/2011

Photo 13a. property, site #44, before implementation. View of stream crossing and road surface from
right cutbank above road, with stream flowing from left to right in frame.

10/02/2011

Photo 13b. property, site #44, same view as above, after implementation. Old culvert and concrete
spillway replaced with a 42in. diameter culvert and outboard fillslope armored with riprap.
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Appendix F
Terminology and techniques used in
road related erosion control and erosion prevention projects

1. Sources of road related erosion
2. Overview of storm-proofing roads
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SOURCES OF ROAD RELATED EROSION

Sources for erosion and sediment delivery are divided into two categories: (1) sediment from
specific treatment sites, and (2) sediment from the surfaces of road segments of varying
lengths—and their associated cutbanks and inboard ditches—that are hydrologically connected1
to streams.
Site-specific erosion is termed episodic because it is projected to occur during storm events that
may occur over an indeterminate time. Some sites, such as unstable fillslope landslides on steep
hillslopes, may show evidence for imminent failure, erosion, and sediment delivery. But
typically, individual sites can only be evaluated in terms of their likelihood to fail during the next
severe storm or runoff event, with plans designed to prevent erosion and sediment delivery as a
result of that eventuality.
In contrast to site-specific episodic erosion, erosion from road surfaces is termed chronic because
it occurs on an on-going basis, during every rainfall event that results in surface runoff. Chronic
road surface erosion is primarily dependent on the level of road usage, the erodibility of the road
surface, the steepness of the road, and the amount of surface runoff that is collected,
concentrated, and discharged from the road. PWA provides estimates of chronic erosion and
sediment delivery for a 10-year period, based on empirical calculations for fine sediment
generation from hydrologically connected road surfaces and associated bare cutbanks and ditches
(Weaver et al., 2006). The amount of fine sediment delivered to stream channels from these
eroding road surfaces can be substantial over time, and in many watersheds may represent the
greater detriment to fish habitat and the aquatic ecosystem.

1.1

Site-Specific Erosion Sources

1.1.1 Stream crossings
A stream crossing is the location where a road crosses a stream channel (Weaver and Hagans,
1994). Drainage structures used in stream crossings include bridges, fords, armored fills,
culverts, and a variety of temporary crossing structures. When they erode, sediment delivery
from stream crossings is always assumed to be 100%, because any sediment eroded from the
crossing site is delivered directly to the stream (Furniss et al., 1997; Weaver et al., 2006). The
size of the stream affects the rate of sediment mobilization and movement, but any sediment
delivered to small ephemeral streams will eventually be transported to downstream fish-bearing
stream channels. Because of this, it is important to identify all stream crossings and evaluate the
potential for erosion and sediment delivery from the site.
Common features of stream crossings that lead to erosion problems include (1) fill crossings
without culverts, (2) crossings with undersized culverts, (3) crossings with culverts susceptible to
being plugged, (4) crossings with culvert outlet erosion, (5) crossings with logs or debris buried

1

Hydrologically connected describes sites or road segments from which eroding sediment is delivered to stream channels
(Furniss et al., 2000).
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in the fill intended to convey streamflow (i.e., Humboldt crossings), (5) crossings with a
potential for stream diversion, and (6) crossings that have currently diverted streams.
A fill crossing is a stream crossing without a culvert or other drainage structure to carry the flow
through the road prism. At such sites, stream flow either crosses the road and flows over the
fillslope, or is diverted down the road via the inboard ditch. Most fill crossings are located at
small Class II or III streams2 that only have flow during larger runoff events. Armored fill
crossings and ford crossings are designed to be functional, unculverted stream crossings. A
properly constructed armored fill crossing is based on a site-specific design, using a mix of
riprap-sized rock to minimize erosion while allowing the stream to flow across the road prism
(Weaver et al., 2006). A ford crossing may use rock armor to stabilize the roadway, but the road
is built essentially on the natural streambed and fill is not used.
Humboldt crossings are constructed from logs or woody debris, usually laid parallel to flow,
which are then covered with fill. Humboldt crossings are susceptible to plugging, gullying, and
washout during storm flows (Weaver et al., 2006). Older Humboldt log crossing structures
beneath more recently installed culverts are often found in rural northern California road
networks.
Large volumes of erosion may occur at stream crossings when culverts are too small for the
drainage area and storm flows exceed culvert capacity, or when culverts become plugged by
sediment and debris. In these instances, flood runoff will spill across the road, allowing erosion
of the stream crossing fill and development of a washout crossing. Washout crossings will
remain highly problematic as the streambed and banks continue to erode and adjust to a stable
grade.
Serious erosion problems may also occur where a stream crossing has a diversion potential.
Stream diversions occur at stream crossings that are unculverted, or have culverts that plug
during a flood event, allowing water to spill out onto the road surface or into the ditch, and flow
down the road and onto adjacent hillslopes or into nearby stream channels. When this occurs, the
roadbed, hillslope, and/or stream channel that receives the diverted flow may become deeply
gullied or destabilized. Road and hillslope gullies can develop and enlarge quickly and deliver
large quantities of sediment to stream channels (Hagans et al., 1986; Furniss et al., 1997).
Streamflow that is diverted onto steep or unstable slopes may also trigger hillslope landslides and
large debris flows.
To be considered adequately sized, culverts at stream crossings must have the capacity to convey
a 100-year peak storm flow3 with sediment and organic debris in transport (USDA Forest
Service, 2000; Weaver et al., 2006). In areas where large woody debris may lodge against the
culvert, trash racks should be installed slightly upstream from culvert inlets as an additional
precaution against plugging. Substandard stream crossing culverts include those that are not
large enough to convey a 100-year flow, or are installed at too low of a gradient through the
2

In general, Class I streams are waterways containing viable or restorable fish habitat, or are the source of domestic water
supplies. Class II streams are those that support non-fish aquatic species. Class III streams are defined as channels with a defined
bed and banks and showing evidence of sediment transport. Class IV streams are man-made watercourses.
3
The 100-year peak storm flow for a location is the discharge that has a 1% probability of occurring at that location during any
given year.
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stream crossing fill. Installing a culvert at a shallower grade than the natural upstream channel
will cause sediment and debris to be deposited at and immediately upstream of the culvert inlet,
which promotes plugging and decreases the culvert’s capacity to carry streamflow. The outdated
practice of installing culverts at insufficiently low gradients was once employed as a cost-cutting
measure, because it requires a shorter length of pipe to convey flow through the road. In the long
run, however, this practice often proves detrimental to erosion control and maintenance efforts
because it allows the culvert to discharge water onto unconsolidated road fill rather than into the
preexisting stream channel, resulting in pronounced erosion of the outboard, downstream fill
face.
1.1.2 Landslides
Landslides with the potential to fail during periods of intense and prolonged rainfall events are
identified in the field by tension cracks, scarps showing vertical displacement, corrective
regrowth on trees (i.e., pistol butt trees) and perched, hummocky fill indicating surface
instability. As a standard practice, PWA maps all existing and potential landslides observed in
the field, but only inventories those that are associated with roads and show a potential to deliver
sediment to a watercourse. Types of landslides in a road related erosion assessment typically
include (1) road fill failures, (2) landing fill failures, (3) hillslope debris slides, and (4) deepseated, slow landslides. The majority of treatable landslides in an assessment area are often the
result of failure of unstable fill and sidecast material from earlier road construction. Preemptive
excavation of small, current or potential landslides is an effective technique for erosion control,
achieved by removing the unstable material and redepositing it in a stable, designated location
either at or near the treatment site. Conversely, large, deep-seated landslides are usually found to
be technically infeasible to treat.
1.1.3 Ditch relief culverts
A ditch relief culvert (DRC) is a plastic, metal, or concrete pipe installed beneath the road
surface to convey flow from an inside road ditch to an area beyond the outer edge of the road fill.
When properly spaced, DRCs limit the quantity of water available to cause erosion at any single
location, allowing flow to disperse and reducing the likelihood of gullies forming at their outlets.
It is sometimes necessary to install downspouts or rock armor at DRC outlets to further dissipate
energy and prevent erosion.
1.1.4 Discharge points for road surface, cutbank, and ditch erosion.
Unpaved road surfaces, and their associated cutbanks and inboard ditches, are major sources for
erosion and delivery of fine sediment to stream channels. For paved roads, ditches, cutbanks, and
unpaved turnouts may still represent active sediment sources. Road surface, cutbank, and ditch
erosion is termed “chronic” because it occurs throughout the year, and may include one or more
of the following processes: (1) mechanical pulverizing and wearing down of road surfaces by
vehicular traffic; (2) erosion of unpaved road surfaces by rainsplash and runoff during periods of
wet weather; (3) erosion of inboard ditches by runoff during wet weather; and (4) erosion of
cutbanks by dry ravel, rainfall, slope failures, and brushing/grading practices. Discharge points
for road surface, cutbank, and ditch erosion are locations where sediment-laden flow from
poorly drained road/cutbank/ditch segments exits the roadway to be delivered into the stream
system. Discharge points are often in the form of roadside gullies or waterbars, but on some low
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gradient or streamside roads may simply be low spots where concentrated flow exits the road and
is delivered directly to a stream without gully formation.
1.1.5 Additional site-specific sediment sources
Additional, less frequent sources of sediment delivery that may be found in an assessment area
include:
Point source springs. Point source springs refer to sites where spring flow is entering the roadbed
and causing erosion. Flow from multiple springs may become concentrated along a road
with inadequate drainage structures, creating roadside gullies or fillslope failures.
Sites of bank erosion. Bank erosion sites refer to locations of streambank erosion caused or
exacerbated by emplacement of a nearby road.
Swales. Swales are channel-like depressions that only carry minor flow during periods of
extreme rainfall.
Channel scour. Channel scour refers to the widening or deepening of stream channels as a result
of increased flow levels.
Non-road related upslope gullies. These are sites of focused runoff that form upslope from a
roadway, and may exacerbate erosion at the roadway or contribute sediment to the system during
high discharge.

1.2

Evaluation of Hydrologically Connected Road Segments

PWA measures the lengths of hydrologically connected road segments adjacent to sediment
delivery sites, such as on either side of a stream crossing, ditch relief culvert, or discharge point,
to derive an estimate for total potential sediment delivery from connected road surfaces in the
project area. In addition, because the adjacent hydrologically connected road segments contribute
to the overall erosion and sediment delivery problem at a site, PWA considers the treatment site
and adjacent road segments as a unit when estimating future sediment delivery and developing
treatment prescriptions for that location.
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2
OVERVIEW OF STORM-PROOFING ROADS (ROAD UPGRADING AND
DECOMMISSIONING)
Forest and rural roads may be storm-proofed by one of two methods: upgrading or
decommissioning (Weaver and Hagans, 1994, 1999; Weaver et al., 2006). Upgraded roads are
kept open, and are inspected and maintained. Their drainage facilities and fills are designed or
treated to accommodate the 100-year peak storm flow. Conversely, properly decommissioned
roads are closed and no longer require maintenance. Whether through upgrading or
decommissioning, the goal of storm-proofing is to make the road as “hydrologically invisible” as
possible, that is, to minimize the hydrologic effects of the road and to reduce or prevent future
sediment delivery to the local stream system. A well-designed storm-proofed road includes
specific characteristics (Table 1), all proven to contribute to long-term improvement and
protection of watershed hydrology and aquatic habitat.
2.1

Road upgrading

Road upgrading involves a variety of treatments used to make a road more resilient to large
storms and flood flows. The most important of these include upgrading stream crossings
(especially culvert upsizing to accommodate the 100-year peak storm flow and debris in
transport, and treatments to correct or prevent stream diversion); removing unstable sidecast and
fill materials from steep slopes; and applying road drainage techniques (e.g., installing ditch
relief culverts, removing berms, constructing rolling dips, insloping or outsloping the road) to
improve dispersion of surface runoff. Road upgrading often also includes adding road rock or
riprap as needed to fortify roads and crossings. The treatments are fully described by Weaver et
al. (2006).
2.1.1 Installing rolling dips
Rolling dips are installed on low- to moderate-gradient, hydrologically connected roads to
disperse surface runoff and discharge it onto the native hillslope below the road. Rolling dips
may extend from the inboard edge to the outboard edge of a road prism, or just on the roadbed,
and are constructed at intervals as needed to control erosion (typically 100, 150, or 200 ft). They
are effective in reducing year-round (“chronic”) sediment delivery from road surfaces, and are
designed to be easily drivable and not impede vehicular traffic.
2.1.2 Road shaping
Road shaping changes the existing geometry or orientation of the road surface, and is
accomplished through insloping (sloping the road toward the cutbank), outsloping (sloping the
road toward the outside edge), or crowning (creating a high point near the center axis of the road
so that it slopes both inward and outward). Like rolling dips, road shaping is used to prevent
uncontrolled delivery of road surface runoff by dispersing it into the inside ditch or onto the
hillslope below the road. This is also effective in preventing the formation of gullies at the edge
of the road, and localized slope instability below the road. Road shaping is almost always used in
concert with rolling dips to disperse surface runoff.
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Table 1. Characteristics of storm-proofed roads (from Weaver et al., 2006).
Storm-proofed stream crossings











All stream crossings have a drainage structure designed for the 100-year peak storm flow (with
debris).
Stream crossings have no diversion potential (functional critical dips are in place).
Stream crossing inlets have low plug potential (trash barriers installed).
Stream crossing outlets are protected from erosion (extended beyond the base of fill; dissipated
with rock armor).
Culvert inlet, outlet, and bottom are open and in sound condition.
Undersized culverts in deep fills (greater than backhoe reach) have emergency overflow culvert.
Bridges have stable, non-eroding abutments and do not significantly restrict 100-year flood flow.
Fills are stable (unstable fills are removed or stabilized).
Road surfaces and ditches are “hydrologically disconnected” from streams and stream crossing
culverts.
Class I stream crossings meet CDFG and NMFS fish passage criteria (Taylor and Love, 2003).

Storm-proofed fills




Unstable and potentially unstable road and landing fills are excavated or structurally stabilized.
Excavated spoil is placed in locations where it will not enter a stream.
Excavated spoil is placed where it will not cause a slope failure or landslide.

Road surface drainage








Road surfaces and ditches are “hydrologically disconnected” from streams and stream crossing
culverts.
Ditches are drained frequently by functional rolling dips or ditch relief culverts.
Outflow from ditch relief culverts does not discharge to streams.
Gullies (including those below ditch relief culverts) are dewatered to the extent possible.
Ditches do not discharge (through culverts or rolling dips) onto active or potential landslides.
Decommissioned roads have permanent drainage and do not rely on ditches.
Fine sediment contributions from roads, cutbanks, and ditches are minimized by utilizing
seasonal closures and implementing a variety of surface drainage techniques including berm
removal, road surface shaping (outsloping, insloping, or crowning), road surface decompaction,
and installing rolling dips, ditch relief culverts, waterbars, and/or cross-road drains to disperse
road surface runoff and reduce or eliminate sediment delivery to the stream.

2.1.3 Installing ditch relief culverts
A ditch relief culvert is a drainage structure (usually an 18 in. pipe) installed across a road prism
to move water and sediment from the inboard ditch so that it can be dispersed on native hillslope
downslope from the road. Ditch relief culverts are used to drain ditch flow on roads that are too
steep for rolling dips or outsloping, as well as at sites with excessive flow from springs or
seepage from cutbanks.
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2.1.4 Excavating unstable fillslope
The fillslope, the sloping part of the road between its outboard edge and the natural ground
surface below, may fail or show signs of potential failure. As a preventative measure, unstable
fillslope sediment is excavated and relocated (endhauled or pushed) to a permanent, stable spoil
disposal site.
2.1.5 Upgrading stream crossings
Techniques used to remediate road related erosion at a stream crossing are dependent on the size
of the stream channel, and specific physical characteristics at the crossing site. Class I and large
stream crossings may require a bridge, or, if their banks are small or low gradient, a ford crossing
may be suitable, particularly if seasonal use is anticipated. A common approach to upgrading
moderate-sized crossings of Class II and III streams is to construct a culverted fill crossing
capable of withstanding the 100-year flood flow. Techniques for upgrading small and moderatesize stream crossings include:
Installing or replacing culverts. A culvert capable of withstanding the 100-year peak storm flow
is installed or replaced in the fill crossing. Culverts on non fish-bearing streams are placed at
the base of fill, in line and on grade with the natural stream channel upstream and
downstream of the crossing site. Backfill material, free of woody debris, is compacted in 0.51.0 ft thick lifts until 1/3 of the diameter of the culvert has been covered. At sites where
fillslopes are steeper than 2:1, or where eddying currents might erode fill on either side of the
inlet, rock armor is applied as needed.
Installing an armored fill. Armored fills are installed on smaller stream crossings with relatively
small fill volume, but where debris torrents are common, channel gradients are steep, or
inspection and maintenance of a culverted crossing is impossible or unlikely to occur. The
roadbed is heavily rocked and a keyway at the base of the outboard fillslope is excavated and
backfilled with interlocking rock armor of sufficient size to resist transport by stream flow.
Armored fill crossings are constructed with a dip in the axis of the crossing to prevent
diversion of the stream flow, and focus the flow over the part of the fill that is most densely
armored.
Installing secondary structures. A variety of secondary structures may be used to increase the
function of small stream crossings by allowing uninterrupted stream flow, decreasing
plugging, and controlling erosion. Where a culvert has been improperly installed too high in
the fill, a downspout may be added to its outlet to release the flow close to the ground
surface, rather than letting it cascade from the height of the culvert. Rock armor may be used
to buttress steep fillslopes, as well as to prevent erosion of inboard or outboard fillslopes by
eddying currents. A trash rack placed in the channel above a culvert inlet will trap debris and
reduce plugging. To prevent stream diversion should the culvert become plugged or its
capacity exceeded, a critical dip (essentially a rolling dip constructed on the down-road
hingeline of the fill) may be installed to ensure that stream flow will be directed across the
road and back into the natural channel. Finally, an overflow culvert may be a necessary
addition at a culverted crossing where, because of site conditions, plugging or capacity
exceedence of the primary culvert is anticipated.
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Road decommissioning

In essence, decommissioning is “reverse road construction,” although complete topographic
obliteration of the roadbed is not usually required to achieve cost-effective erosion prevention. In
most cases, serious erosion problems are confined to a few, isolated locations along a road
(perhaps 10% to 20% of the full road network to be decommissioned) where stream crossings
need to be excavated, unstable sidecast on the downslope side of a road or landing needs to be
removed before failure, or the road crosses unstable terrain and the entire road prism must be
removed. But typically, lengths of road beyond the extent of individual treatment sites usually
require simpler, permanent improvements to surface drainage, such as surface decompaction,
additional cross-road drains, and/or partial outsloping. As with road upgrading, the heavy
equipment techniques used in road decommissioning have been extensively field tested and are
widely accepted (Weaver and Sonnevil, 1984; Weaver et al., 1987, 2006; Harr and Nichols,
1993; Pacific Watershed Associates, 1994).
2.2.1 Road ripping or decompaction
Road ripping is a technique in which the surface of a road or landing is disaggregated or
"decompacted" to a depth of at least 18 in. using mechanical rippers. This action reduces or
eliminates surface runoff and usually enhances revegetation.
2.2.2 Installing cross-road drains
Cross-road drains (also called “deep waterbars”) are large ditches or trenches excavated across a
road or landing surface to provide drainage and prevent runoff from traveling along, or pooling
on, the former road bed. They are typically installed at 50, 75, 100 or 200 ft intervals, or as
necessary at springs and seeps. In some locations (e.g., streamside zones), partial outsloping may
be used instead of cross-road drain construction.
2.2.3 In-place stream crossing excavation (IPRX)
IPRX is a decommissioning treatment used for roads or landings that are built across stream
channels. The fill (including the culvert or Humboldt log crossing) is completely excavated and
the original streambed and side slopes are exhumed. Excavated spoil is stored at nearby, stable
locations where it will not erode. In some cases, this may necessarily be as far as several hundred
feet, or more, from the crossing. An IPRX typically involves more than simply removing a
culvert, as the underlying and adjacent fill material must also be removed and stabilized. As a
final measure, the sides of the channel may be cut back to slopes of 2:1, and mulched and seeded
for erosion control.
2.2.4 Exported stream crossing excavation (ERX)
ERX is a decommissioning treatment in which stream crossing fill material is excavated and the
spoil is hauled off-site for storage (the act of moving spoil material off-site is called
“endhauling”). This procedure is necessary when large, stable storage areas are not available at
or near the excavation site. It is most efficient to use dump trucks to endhaul the spoil material.
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2.2.5 In-place outsloping (IPOS)
IPOS (also called "pulling the sidecast") calls for excavation of unstable or potentially unstable
sidecast material along the outside edge of a road prism or landing, and placement of the spoil on
the roadbed against the corresponding, adjacent cutbank or within several hundred feet of the
site. As a further decommissioning measure, the spoil material is placed against the cutbank to
block vehicular access to the road.
2.2.6 Export outsloping (EOS)
EOS is a technique comparable to IPOS, except that spoil material is moved off-site to a
permanent, stable storage location. EOS is required when it is not possible to place spoil material
against the cutbank, e.g., where the road prism is narrow or where there are springs along the
cutbank. EOS usually requires dump trucks to endhaul the spoil material. This technique is used
for both decommissioning and upgrading roads, but as the roadbed is partially or completely
removed, EOS is more commonly used for decommissioning.
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Appendix G
Typical drawings (schematic diagrams) showing components of erosion control
and erosion prevention treatments and techniques for construction.

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Drawing title
Typical problems and applied treatments for a non-fish bearing upgraded stream
crossing
Typical design of a non-fish bearing culverted stream crossing
Typical design of a single-post culvert inlet trash rack
Typical design for armoring fillslopes
General armored fill dimensions
Typical armored fill crossing installation
Ten steps for constructing a typical armored fill crossing
Typical ditch relief culvert installation
Typical designs for using road shape to control road runoff (using insloping,
outsloping, and crowning)
Typical methods for dispersing road surface runoff with waterbars, cross-road
drains, and rolling dips
Typical road surface drainage by rolling dips
Typical sidecast or excavation methods for removing outboard berms on a
maintained road
Typical excavation of unstable fillslope on an upgraded road
Typical problems and applied treatments for a decommissioned stream crossing
Typical design for road decommissioning treatments employing export and inplace outsloping techniques
Typical excavation of unstable fillslope on a decommissioned road
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G-1

Typical Problems and Applied Treatments for a Non-fish
Bearing Upgraded Stream Crossing
Problem condition (before)
A - Diversion
potential
B - Road
surface and
ditch drain
to stream
C - Undersized
culvert high
in fill with
outlet
erosion

B
A
C

Outlet erosion

Treatment standards (after)
A - No diversion
potential with
critical dip
installed near
hingeline
B - Road surface
and ditch
disconnected
from stream
by rolling dip
and ditch
relief culvert
C - 100-year
culvert set at
base of fill

B

Ditch plugged

Rolling dip

A

C
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Typical Drawing #1

Typical Design of a Non-fish Bearing Culverted Stream Crossing
Existing

Upgraded

Upgraded (preferred)

Road tread
Downspout

Culvert
Road fill

1. Culvert not placed at channel grade.
2. culvert does not extend past base of
fill.

1. Culvert not placed at channel grade.
2. Downspout added to extend outlet
past road fill.

Excavation in preparation for
upgrading culverted crossing

Upgraded stream crossing
culvert installation
Road tread

Road tread

1. Culvert placed at channel grade.
2. Culvert inlet and outlet rest on, or
partially in, the originial streambed.

Critical dip axis over
down road hingeline

1/3 culvert dia. (min)
Excavation
to original
stream bed

Rock free
soil or
gravel

1:1

Culvert

Hingeline
Backfill
compacted
in 0.5 to 1
foot lifts

Note:
Road upgrading tasks typically include upgrading stream crossings by installing larger culverts and inlet protection
(trash barriers) to prevent plugging. Culvert sizing for the 100-year peak storm flow should be determined by both
field observation and calulations using a procedure such as the Rational Formula.

Stream crossing culvert Installation
1. Culverts shall be aligned with natural stream channels to ensure proper function, and prevent bank erosion and plugging by debris.
2. Culverts shall be placed at the base of the fill and the grade of the original streambed, or downspouted past the base of the fill.
3. Culverts shall be set slightly below the original stream grade so that the water drops several inches as it enters the pipe.
5. To allow for sagging after burial, a camber shall be between 1.5 to 3 incher per 10 feet culvert pipe length.
6. Backfill material shall be free of rocks, limbs or other debris that could dent or puncture the pipe or allow water to seep around pipe.
7. First one end then the other end of the culvert shall be covered and secured.;The center is covered last.
8. Backfill material shall be tamped and compacted throughout the entire process:
- Base and side wall material will be compacted before the pipe is placed in its bed.
- Backfill compacting will be done in 0.5 - 1 foot lifts until 1/3 of the diameter of the culvert has been covered. A gas powered tamper
can be used for this work.
9. Inlets and outlets shall be armored with rock or mulched and seeded with grass as needed.
10. Trash protectors shall be installed just upstream from the culvert where there is a hazard of floating debris plugging the culvert.
11. Layers of fill will be pushed over the crossing until the final designed road grade is achieved, at a minimum of 1/3 to 1/2 the culvert
diameter.

Erosion control measures for culvert replacement
Both mechanical and vegetative measures will be employed to minimize accelerated erosion from stream crossing and ditch relief culvert
upgrading. Erosion control measures implemented will be evaluated on a site by site basis. Erosion control measures include but are not
limited to:
1. Minimizing soil exposure by limiting excavation areas and heavy equipment distrubance.
2. Installing filter windrows of slash at the base of the road fill to minimize the movement of eroded soil to downslope areas and stream
channels.
3. Retaining rooted trees and shrubs at the base of the fill as “anchor” for the fill and filter windrows.
4. Bare slopes created by construction operations will be protected until vegetation can stabilize the surface. Surface erosion on exposed
cuts and fills will be minimized by mulching, seeding, planting, compacting, armoring, and/or benching prior to the first rains.
5. Excess or unusable soil will be stored in long term spoil disposal locations that are not limited by factors such as excessive moisture,
steep slopes greater than 10%, archeology potential, or proximity to a watercourse.
6. On running streams, water will be pumped or diverted past the crossing and into the downstream channel during the construction
process.
7. Straw bales and/or silt fencing will be employed where necessary to control runoff within the construction zone.
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Typical Drawing #2

Typical Design of a Single-post Culvert Inlet Trash Rack
Cross section view

D
D*

D
Culvert

2D*

Trash Rack

D - Culvert diameter
D* - If the culvert is designed for the 100-year peak storm flow, the trash rack height above the streambed
should equal D.
If the culvert is undersized, then the trash rack needs to be extended vertically above the streambed
to match or exceed the expected headwall height.

Plan view
Notes:
1. Many materials can be used for a singlepost trash rack including old railroad
track, galvanized pipe, and fence posts.

Outboard fillslope

Road surface

Culvert
inlet

D

Culvert

2. The diameter of single-post trash racks
should be sized based on the size of
expected woody debris. As a basic rule
of thumb, the diameter of the trash rack
should be equal to the diameter of the
expected woody debris up to 4 inches.

Bottom

Inboard
fillslope
D

Optional
bracing
Top

Channel
margins

Single-post
trash rack
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Typical Drawing #3

Typical Design of Stream Crossing Fill Armor
Fill angles ≤26.5˚ (2:1)

Fill angles 26.5˚ - 35˚ (1.5:1)

Fill angles 35˚ - 45˚ (1:1)

Road tread
Road fill

26.5˚

40˚

30˚
Culvert

No rock armor needed

Armor 1/4 up fill face

Fill angles 26.5˚ - 35˚ (1.5:1)

Armor 3/4 way up fill face

Fill angles 35˚ - 45˚ (1:1)
Road tread

Old culvert

Culvert
Note:
Road upgrading tasks typically include upgrading stream crossings by installing larger culverts and inlet protection
(trash barriers) to prevent plugging. Culvert sizing for the 100-year peak storm flow should be determined by both
field observation and calculations using a procedure such as the Rational Formula.

Stream crossing culvert Installation
1. Culverts shall be aligned with natural stream channels to ensure proper function, and prevent bank erosion and plugging by debris.
2. Culverts shall be placed at the base of the fill and the grade of the original streambed or downspouted past the base of the fill.
3. Culverts shall be set slightly below the original stream grade so that the water drops several inches as it enters the pipe.
5. To allow for sagging after burial, a camber shall be between 1.5 to 3 incher per 10 feet culvert pipe length.
6. Backfill material shall be free of rocks, limbs or other debris that could dent or puncture the pipe or allow water to seep around pipe.
7. First one end and then the other end of the culvert shall be covered and secured. The center is covered last.
8. Backfill material shall be tamped and compacted throughout the entire process:
- Base and side wall material will be compacted before the pipe is placed in its bed.
- Backfill compacting will be done in 0.5 - 1 foot lifts until 1/3 of the diameter of the culvert has been covered. A gas powered tamper
can be used for this work.
9. Inlets and outlets shall be armored with rock or mulched and seeded with grass as needed.
10. Trash protectors shall be installed just upstream from the culvert where there is a hazard of floating debris plugging the culvert.
11. Layers of fill will be pushed over the crossing until the final designed road grade is achieved, at a minimum of 1/3 to 1/2 the culvert
diameter.
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Typical Drawing #4

Typical Dimensions Refered to for Armored Fill Crossings
Widths in oblique view

OBR - Outboard edge of road

Lengths in profile view

OBR
Length back from OBR

Length OBR - BOT

BOT
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Typical Drawing #5

Typical Armored Fill Crossing Installation

Rolling dip

Rolling dip

Cross section parallel to watercourse
Armor placed on the outborad edge of
the fill to at least 1 ft depth or double the
specified rock diameter

Fine grained
running surface

Horizontal datum

Road outsloped
2-4% depending
on road grade

Woven
geotextile

Keyway cut into original ground
to support armor from base

Coarse rock
at base protects fill

Cross section perpendicular to watercourse
Erosion resistent running surface armored with angular rock similar to or greater in size than
existing rocks found up or downstream from crossing. Armor extends to 100 year flood level.

Apron

Coarse rock at base
Filler fabric at base of rock
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Typical Drawing #6

Ten Steps for Constructing a Typical Armored Fill Stream Crossing
Step 1 1. The two most important points are:

A

A) The rock must be placed in a “U” shape across the channel to
confine flow within the armored area. (Flow around the rock armor

Esisting crossing

will gully the remaining fill. Proper shape of surrounding road fill and good
rock placement will reduce the likelihood of crossing failure).

B) The largest rocks must be used to buttress the rest of the
armor in two locations: (i) The base of the armored fill where the
fill meets natural channel. (This will butress the armor placed on the
outboard fill face and reduce the likelihood of it
washing downslope). (ii) The break in slope from
the road tread to the outer fill face. (This will
butress the fill placed on the outer road tread and
will determine the “base level” of the creek as it
crosses the road surface).

A

B

Culvert

B
C

Steps 2 - 3 Lowering

2. Remove any existing drainage
structures including culverts and
Humboldt logs.
3. Construct a dip centered at the
crossing that is large enough to
D

C
F

Removed fill

F

E

E
D

Step 4 Digging Keyway 4. Dig a keyway (to place rock in) that

G
G

J

Keyway dug to confine rock

I
I
H
K

Steps 6, 7, 8 Backfilling Keyway
Largest rock
butressing fill
face armor

K
L
M

Steps 9 - 10 Final

and will define the outlet of the armored fill.)

8. Backfill the fill face with remaining rock armor
making sure the final armored area has “U”
shape that will accomodate the largest expected
L
flow (K-L).
armored fill 9. Install a second buttress at the break
in slope between the outboard road
and the outboard fill face. (This should
define the base level of the stream and
determine how deep the stream will backfill
after construction). (M-N)

M
TL

O
N

H

extends from the outer 1/3 of the road
tread down the outboard road fill to the
point where outbaord fill meets natural
channel (up to 3 feet into the channel bed
depending on site specifics) (G-H, I-J).

5. Install geofabric (optional) within
keyway to support rock in wet areas
J
and to prevent winnowing of the
crossing at low flows.
6. Put aside the largest rock armoring to
create 2 buttresses in the next step.
7. Create a buttress using the largest rock (as
described in the site treatments specifications) at
the base of fill. (This should have a “U” shape to it

P
O

storm flow and prevent diversion
(C-D, E-F).

P

N

10. Back fill the rest of the keyway with the
unsorted rock armor making sure the final
armored area has a “U” shape that will
accommodate the largest expected flow
(O-P).

Typical Drawing #7
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Typical Ditch Relief Culvert Installation

Ditch plug

Poor

OK

Best

Ditch relief culvert installation
1) The same basic steps followed for stream crossing installation shall be employed.
2) Culverts shall be installed at a 30 degree angle to the ditch to lessen the chance of inlet erosion
and plugging.
3) Culverts shall be seated on the natural slope or at a minimum depth of 5 feet at the outside edge
of the road, whichever is less.
4) At a minimum, culverts shall be installed at a slope of 2 to 4 percent steeper than the approaching
ditch grade, or at least 5 inches every 10 feet.
5) Backfill shall be compacted from the bed to a depth of 1 foot or 1/3 of the culvert diameter, which
ever is greater, over the top of the culvert.
6) Culvert outlets shall extend beyond the base of the road fill (or a flume downspout will be used).
Culverts will be seated on the natural slope or at a depth of 5 feet at the outside edge of the road,
whichever is less.
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Typical Drawing #8

Typical Designs for Using Road Shape to Control Road Runoff
Retain ditch

Berm optional
Inslope 4%
Horizontal
reference

Inslope

No ditch
Horizontal
reference
Outslope 2%

Outslope
Retain ditch

No berm

Horizontal
reference

Crown
Outsloping Pitch for Roads Up to 8% Grade
Road grade

Unsurfaced roads

Surfaced roads

4% or less
5%

3/8" per foot
1/2" per foot

1/2" per foot
5/8" per foot

6%
7%

5/8" per foot
3/4" per foot

3/4" per foot
7/8" per foot

8% or more

1" per foot

1 1/4" per foot
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Typical Drawing #9

Typical Methods for Dispersing Road Surface Runoff with
Waterbars, Cross-road Drains, and Rolling Dips
Waterbars (seasonal roads)

A

A

Drivable

A'

A'

Cross-road drain and decompaction
(decommissioned roads)

A

A'

A Not drivable A'

Rolling dips
(maintained roads)

Rolling dip spacing dependent on road grade,
soil erodibility, and proximity to stream
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Typical Drawing #10

Typical Road Surface Drainage by Rolling Dips

A'

A

A

A'

Reverse grade Steepened grade

Rolling dip installation:
1. Rolling dips will be installed in the roadbed as needed to drain the road surface.
2. Rolling dips will be sloped either into the ditch or to the outside of the road edge as required to
properly drain the road.
3. Rolling dips are usually built at 30 to 45 degree angles to the road alignment with cross road grade
of at least 1% greater than the grade of the road.
4. Excavation for the dips will be done with a medium-size bulldozer or similar equipment.
5. Excavation of the dips will begin 50 to 100 feet up road from where the axis of the dip is planned as
per guidelines established in the rolling dip dimensions table.
6. Material will be progressively excavated from the roadbed, steepening the grade unitl the axis is
reached.
7. The depth of the dip will be determined by the grade of the road (see table below).
8. On the down road side of the rolling dip axis, a grade change will be installed to prevent the runoff
from continuing down the road (see figure above).
9. The rise in the reverse grade will be carried for about 10 to 20 feet and then return to the original
slope.
10. The transition from axis to bottom, through rising grade to falling grade, will be in a road distance of
at least 15 to 30 feet.

Table of rolling dip dimensions by road grade
Road grade
%

Upslope approach
distance

Reverse grade
distance

Depth at trough outlet

Depth at trough inlet

(from trough to crest)
ft

(below average road
grade)
ft

(from up road start to
trough) ft

(below average road
grade)
ft

<6

55

15 - 20

0.9

0.3

8

65

15 - 20

1.0

0.2

10

75

15 - 20

1.1

0.01

12

85

20 - 25

1.2

0.01

>12

100

20 - 25

1.3

0.01
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Typical Drawing #11

Typical Sidecast or Excavation Methods for Removing
Outboard Berms on a Maintained Road
1. On gentle road segments berms can be removed continuously (see B-B').
2. On steep road segments, where safety is a concern, the berm can be frequently breached (see A-A' & B-B')
Berm breaches should be spaced every 30 to 100 feet to provide adequate drainage of the road system
while maintaining a semi-continuous berm for vehicle safety.

Cutbank
A
Fillslope

B

Berm

Berm
Berm

Dispersion of
runoff
A'
B'

Road cross section between berm breaches
A'

A
Berm inhibiting drainage of
outslopes or crowned road

Road cross section at berm breaches
B
Berm no longer
inhibiting drainage

Sidecast berm

Ditch

3%

6%

B'
Aggressive
outslope along
old bermed reach
facilitates
drainage even
after minor
grading operations and vehicle
rutting

Ditch
Stream

Stream
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Typical Drawing #12

Typical Excavation of Unstable Fillslope on an Upgraded Road
Before

Scarps and/or cracks

Sidecast berm
and unstable fill

Potential failure plane

After
Unstable fill is excavated and
taken to a stable spoil
disposal site or used to fill
the ditch and outslope road
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Typical Drawing #13

Typical Problems and Applied Treatments for a
Decommissioned Stream Crossing
Problem condition (before)
A - Diversion
potential
B - Road
surface and
ditch drain
to stream
B

C - Undersized
culvert high
in fill with
outlet
erosion

A
C

Erosion at outlet

Treatment standards (after)
A - Diversion
prevented by
road surface
ripping and
outsloping
using excavated spoils
Cross-road drain

B - Road surface
and ditch
disconnected
from stream by
road surface
decompaction
and crossroad drains

B
Road ripped and outsloped with
excavated spoil from crossing

C

A

C - Stream
crossing fill
completely
excavated
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Typical Drawing #14

Typical Design for Road Decommisioning Treatments
Employing Export and In-Place Outsloping Techniques

Export outslope (EPOS)
Springs, seeps or perched
water table emrging from
cutbank / ditch
Original road surface
Excavate unstable sidecast
Endhaul to stable spoil site

Cut to Here

In-place outslope (IPOS)
Fill to Here
Top of Cut

Original road surface

Excavate unstable sidecast

Cut to Here
Spoil placed against
cutbank resulting in
partial outslope

Decompacted
road surface
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Typical Drawing #15

Typical Excavation of Unstable Fillslope on a
Decommissioned Road

Before
Cracks or scarps

Unstable sidecast

After

Original road surface

Excavate unstable
sidecast

Spoil placed against
cutbank resulting in
partial outslope

Decompacted
road surface
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Typical Drawing #16

